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Foreword
RedaKtiE

As the year comes to an end, what better way to look back on 
all the fun we had than by reading this yearbook? By going through 
this yearbook, you will be able to remember all the shenanigans that 
happened at the BOBs, relive all the good moments shared at ar-
chery, bowling or pooling. 

What about this year’s Incognito camp, where trust was a strange 
concept and teams were hard to define but where friendships surely 
were made.  This year was special for our association, as we celebrated 
the 20th anniversary of its existence during the 4th Lustrum. 

We are sure that by reading these pages, you will be able to hear the 
songs sung at Cantus or the great presentations given at the Business 
Day. This year has been full of emotions and awesome events and we 
hope that this yearbook will be the perfect medium for you to relive 
them!

We would like to emphatically thank Pascal Breuls for supporting the 
production of this yearbook, without him, none of these pages would 
have been made possible.

We hope you enjoy the memories,

- RedaKtiE
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Behind the huge, heavy door.

The first impression is most important they say. Well, I guess it’s true. 
After having several other, not so good, first impressions of mathemat-
ical studies in both Holland and Belgium, I was wondering what I was 
getting myself into as I stepped out of the bus. KE was my last chance 
on finding a study for the year that was to come and I really wanted it 
to be the right study.
Standing in front of the building, my nerves started to get less and less, 
until I was able to open that heavy  door, finally. My first impression 
of the building was really good. I like old buildings, so the DKE faculty, 
well, I really like it. 
I was very early and decided to wait in the hallway, instead of going off 
to explore on my own and get lost. Slowly more people were coming 
in. Most of them gave me a friendly ‘Hello’ or something alike. Another 
plus. On other universities they would just walk by and ignore you.
The day itself went really fast and I can’t remember that much any-
more, except for the fact that I really felt on the right spot. I knew that 
this was the study I had been looking for all along. This was what I 
wanted. The first impression of the study itself was a total yeah!
And so it happened. I applied and did all the other stuff you have to do 
to be able to go to university and I took my exams, a bit calmed by the 
thought that I had a cool place to go to after that school year. I told ev-
eryone who wanted to know I had found my study and even managed 
to make some of them doubt if they shouldn’t come with me, since I 
was totally excited.
But they decided not to and I arrived, all alone, at the Boullionstraat, 
once again in front of that huge, heavy door. This time it was crowded 
already. Whoah, I thought, wasn’t this supposed to be a small faculty? 
And indeed, there were way more people than normal. Still, the intro-

duction day was fun and I managed to make friends on that first day. 

DKE - First Impressions
Sharon Hallmanns

Another ‘yeah’, for my first impression on the people in my year 
(and in the other years as well!).
The first block was even more fun since we finally started learning 
things (Yes, I’m a total study-nerd. I like to learn stuff. Leave it.). Of 
course, the teachers were amazing, but the courses showed even more 
how awesome the study was/is. Well, I guess this doesn’t count as first 
impression anymore, but it certainly was a very good, uhm, second 
impression.
Now, about a year later from that very first time in front of the still 
huge, heavy door, I think all of these first (and second) impressions 
were right. This really is the study I want to do. The buildings are re-
ally nice (even though small sometimes (yet big enough to get lost 
indeed)) and the people are still just as friendly. Yes, the courses aren’t 
always as interesting and yes, neither are the teachers, but my overall 
not so first impression: DKE is the best study for me!
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I first learned of Knowledge Engineering when I did some research 
on the study possibilities here in Maastricht. We had an informational 

event in school in which several people would inform us about different 
possibilities we had once done with school. One of the people talked 
about Maastricht at great length and informed us about the possibilities 
we had here. I was intrigued. I had been looking around for other study 
programmes but none of them really provided me with what I had 
wanted. According to my Internet research this one did.

Now, I never participated in any student-for-a-day activity or anything 
alike so the very first time I saw the faculty (and the city for that manner) 
was when my parents and I got here to properly set things up. We went 
to the faculty building where I got a small tour around. The faculty was 
pretty small. I didn’t really expect that. It was a pleasant surprise. Most 
other study programmes I’ve had researched could easily reach in the 
hundreds of people for the first year students alone. That meant large 
lecture halls and impersonal education. Not here though, I was ensured 
that here at the DKE we were ‘more than just a number’.

The second time I saw the faculty was at the Income event. I remember 
seeing all these different people that would go on to become my 
classmates. I’d been told that Maastricht was quite multinational – at 
least concerning its students - but at that moment I actually realized it. 
We were introduced to the study and the city, we were lead around, 
received explanations and got told stories. I got more excited to actually 
start the study. 

Fast forward to the start of the first semester, we had a pretty slow and 
relaxed start. Basically we were just informed about the abouts of each 
course. Meanwhile on the less educational side of things socializing 
with people was more fun here than it had been in Highschool. People 

DKE - First Impressions
Florian Fus

here seemed to have a strong tendency to be smart, pleasant 
people that were generally interesting to talk to. A must.All in all I had 

a very positive set of first impressions at the Department of Knowledge 
Engineering and none of these first impressions has yet been disproven. 
I’m glad I made the gamble and went to this study programme.
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Elvis: The Age of Rock & Roll

“Are you lonesome tonight?”. 

The King of Rock & Roll answered “Yes”, so they took him, 36 years 
after his death, to Maastricht for a Block Openings Drink. He saw 
some dressed like him when he was still alive, some others did not try.

Although he saw no jailhouse and no rock, it was a fun beginning of 
the block. After a little less conversation and some more beers, Job was 
puzzled by his unreachable beer. He thought a devil in disguise was in 
the room, waiting for him to surrender. Then someone with a wooden 
heart told the devil: “don’t be cruel” and Job was finally able to drink 
his beer way down.

In the end, it was one night to never forget, unless I forgot to remember 
to forget. Anyway, do you know how much number 1 Elvis hits are 
hidden in this text? It’s now or never: the answer can be returned to 

sender and will be rewarded with a prize.

Block Opening Drinks 6
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OMGWTFBBQ!
Gabi Ras

Ah, the OMGWTFBBQ! 
Traditionally nobody remembers what happened at this event to 
write about it because it is always pushed to the last moment and 
when you are writing it, it is an event that happened last year. 
Good thing piKtiE took good pictures last year so I will do my best 
effort to reconstruct the event as it happened from the photos. 
By the looks of it it was a very nice day, but as we look through the 
photos it gets quite moist later on. 
The question “How many Knowledge Engineers does it take to set 
up a tent?” certainly applies here and the answer is 8 or 9. As usual 
the bbq was a success and everyone enjoyed it. Also as usual, since 
the yearbook is handed out during the OMGWTFBBQ!, to check who 
actually reads the yearbook, if you are reading this then shout out 
“OMGWTFBBQ! is AWESOME!”. I hope this year’s OMGWTFBBQ! will 
be less moist than last year, if it’s not then gather 8 or 9 students, throw 
the bag with the tent at them and don’t tell them how to set it up and 
see how it goes. 

Maybe you’ll have a nice story to tell next year!
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It was a nice, sunny day in Maastricht and something very 
special was happening today at the Department of Knowledge 
Engineering. The new students were going to have their first 
day at the department. This was an important day because 
this is the first impression of DKE you get as a new student. 
Incognito was asked to organize the City Tour and the bbq and it all 
went glorious. We quickly noticed that there were a couple of very fun 
and eccentric first years. It seemed like a very nice group of first years 
overall. 
 
At the start of the City Tour the students got divided into groups and 
each group was given a set of instructions 
including a map of Maastricht. To win the 
City Tour you had to be creative. The goal 
was to go to the marked locations on the 
map and choose one of the themes on the 
list (which was included in the instructions) 
and take a picture according to that theme 
and try to make it as crazy as possible! 
The group that reaaaally stood out 
was the group that Bas Willemse was 
leading through the city, consisting 
of Valentin, Nathan, and James. 
So they got their prize which was a massive 
bag of candy. 
 
As usual, the bbq was a success. Everyone 
enjoyed the food and it was lots of fun 
to chill on the grass with some sausage 
rolls, a nice cold glass of beer and 
new friends. It surely was a good day! 

Faculty Introduction Day
Gabi Ras
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The summer holiday just ended, it’s time to say goodbye to those 
lazy warm days spent without a worry in the world. For some students 
this is the start of a new experience and a new life as university students. 
For the others it’s back to reality ;)

The first Wednesday of every block is when we hold our Block opening 
drinks, also known as BoB.

BoB 1 was a great occasion for new students to get to know each 
other and also meet fellow students from different years. After the 
long vacation it was also great to see our friends again and share 
stories of our tribulations during this incredibly warm 2 months.

The attendance of this BoB probably broke records in attendance, a 
lot of first years also showed up which was really great to see. During 
the night several activities were offered. Google being our friend, it 
was obvious that he would be the star of our first BoB. We played a 
game called “Geoguessr” where we are shown images from Google 
Street View and have to guess which area of the world they’re from. 
The second game was a song quiz. The lyrics of different songs were 
put into Google Translate and translated from English to another 
language, and another, and another, and another, and another…. 
and then back to English! Goal of the game: find out which songs it 
was from the translated lyrics. Let’s just say that Google translate still 
has a lot of room for improvement ;)

Although the students that were on exchange were deeply missed, it 
was great to see our friends again after such a long time and meeting 

new people.  

Block Opening Drinks 1
Audrey Merlivat

“I’m not telling you that you are all geeks 
or nerds, but you will have to talk with real 
people and it’s not gonna be only about star 

wars”

- Kurt Driessens, CS1 Lecture, 2013
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Friday morning. The members are ready. 

As the teams were defined by countries (or what they called 
countries...), we could already see by the eagerness of the members 
that this weekend was going to be stellar. One group after the other, 
cars left to the unexplored and wild Belgian borders. When we thought 
we had arrived, the car stopped and dropped us off with a map. I 
must say that I was quite worried; as it seemed that it was going to 
rain. Hopefully, the teams made it safe to the camp, some with more 
difficulty than others. 

Let’s be honest. The first evening was fun. Board games, nice 
conversation and food awesomely cooked by some of our most 
gourmet chefs. The second day of camp was great as well. We had 
the chance to admire some our more wacked members as they were 
chanting “waka waka waka” whilst pretending to be a pacman and 
hurting themselves pretty badly on the corner of most if not all tables. 
The trust level of the camp had also been lowered by the introduction 
of the blackmailing. I must say that I was pretty bad at this and got 
blackmailed around 12 times and a half. 

The day went on with other awesome activities. In the evening, it was 
time to go in the FREAKING WOODS. It was dark, humid, quite sexy 
if you want to know everything, and a bit scary too. Some teams got 
lost. Some other cheated with incredible skills and never got caught 
by the organizers. 

All in all, a great evening. I don’t know if it is the lack of sleep, the 
amount of weird drinks mixed with milk drunk or the mind-torturing 
activities, but this Incognito camp was a pure bliss.

Incognito Camp
Valentin Calomme
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The night was dark and cold. 

The wind was blowing, gently, yet with strength. There wasn’t much 
activity that night in downtown Maastricht. One could bike around 
without hearing anything but the wind. There was a soft moonlight 
giving Maastricht a look of Transylvanian woods. 

I finally arrived in Platielstraat. 

Usually so crowded, but not tonight. I was dressed in my scariest cos-
tume but I must admit, I was a bit scared. But my fear went away as I 
entered the party. Gruesome decorations and great costume were all 
around. There were witches, scary clowns, even a pink bunny. I must 
say this bunny scared me the most.  

A welcome shot and some vodka gummy worms later, the night had 
officially started. Good company and fun music was a great recipe for 
all of those costumed geniuses ready to have a great night.

Halloween Party
Valentin Calomme
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The second Block Opening Drink has traditionally been the one 
where the new glorious board of Incognito is presented. 

This year, that was exactly what happened. Aside from the Incognito 
members and DKE students that are usually invited to drinks, members 
of the boards of other study associations were also welcome to join us 
this year. 

As the evening progressed, the new board got more and more gifts. 
And as the evening progressed further, more and more of those gifts 
got stolen away from the new board, never to be seen again.
It is traditional for a new board to have their gifts stolen by other 
boards, and have to perform a compensation in order to get these 
gifts back. This year, the boards from EUnitas, AEGEE and the old 
board of Incognito all stole gifts and were to receive compensations.
The rest of the evening was spent drinking and having fun with friends 
from both our and other faculties. 

The biggest lesson that can be learned out of this is: If you want 
something to happen, steal the new board’s gifts!

Block Opening Drinks 2
Bas Willemse
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There is a rumored Island, where pirates dwell and secrets can 
be found. Where sometimes the floor is lava, sometimes balls try to 
hit you and sometimes you have to work together with your fellow 
pirates to get a great gift: the scarf of Hungary. 

In this years apenkooien the students of DKE traveled to this mysterious 
island to fight to the death - or until one team wins. 

The first part of the games was the traditional apenkooien, where 
a scenario was set up, and some of the evil pirates tried to catch the 
good pirates, while vaulting over obstacles, balancing on logs and 
climbing ropes; since the floor itself was lava. There were several rules 
implemented: sometimes a good pirate caught simply got eliminated, 
while other times the good pirate got corrupted and he himself 
became a bad pirate! SO MUCH EXCITEMENT. 

For the next showdown, we simulated a naval battle of dodgeball! In 
this game two pirate teams were fighting to get on shore! The closer 
the ships got, the more methods of firing unlocked, like getting a ramp 
into the enemy’s ship and firing from there. 

The third and final part was the fight for the great and powerful 
gift: the scarf of Hungary. It’s rumored that this gift can make you 
immortal, so there was big pressure on the opposing teams, as they 
fought their way to the gift in a traditional grab the beacon game ! 

All in all, this years apenkooien was a great fun, and we managed to 
find the secrets of Monkey Island.

Secret of Monkey Island
Igneczi Marcell

“The book is also correct, but not as correct 
as I am.”

Steven Kelk, Discrete Maths Lecture, 2013
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Wanted, Dead or Alive: Student Game Programmer

On the 20th of November 2013 our fellow student, Gijs-Jan Roelofs, 
gave a KafE about game AI. While he was talking about what 
interests him, no one dared to talk lest they missed something. This 
isn’t saying that he went through his information quickly, after a much 
needed toilet-break which allowed people also to refill their drinks, we 
were informed that he was already halfway through his slides. Then 
again we should keep in mind that he explained to us the immense 
subject of how Game AI differs from Academic AI and how little of the 
new developments are integrated in games. It is simply too slow and 
sometimes too hard to play against. A lot of the good games you’ve 
played had the simplest AI, which more often than not was a Finite 
State Machine. 

The whole KafE left me with mixed feelings, Game AI could be improved 
so much. But now I at least understand why it is like this and in how 
much of a luxurious position we are placed during the projects. We 
are given next to indefinite time compared to the milliseconds Game 
AI has. Gijs-Jan ended his 
presentation with a Post 
Mortem of Xenonauts. Just 
surprising how much issues 
you can run into that have 
nothing to do with your 
own part of the code. 

All I kept wondering 
though, was “Is the game 
finished yet?”

Kafe with Gijs-Jan
Crijn van Vlokhoven
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Let me paint a picture in your mind. 

First, take copious amounts of redbull. Add a good heap of manliness, 
don’t be shy. Stir in a handful of keyboards, mice, and computers. A 
dash of coffee. And last but not least, take your bottle of beastliness 
and empty it ontop of everything. Throwing all of this in a room, ladies 
and gentlemen, makes for a full weekend of non-stop, action packed, 
heart pumping gaming.

Starting on the Friday evening, the Mystery Lan kicked straight into 
high gear, with everyone rendezvousing with their battlestations, 
prepared for the sleepless nights ahead. Boasting titles such League 
of Legends, Warcraft 3, Team Fortress 2, Left 4 Dead 2, Civilization 
5, Unreal Tournament 2004 and many more, there was never a 
dull second. Through the ups and downs, the cries of despair to the 
emphatic yells of victory, the teamwork between the DKE gamers was 
consistently electric, as previous friendships were strengthened, and 
new ones forged. 

By Sunday, after several power naps, numerous victories and  countless 
jaw dropping plays, we had all come away from the weekend with a 
feeling of satisfaction, swiftly followed by exhaustion as we collapsed 

on our beds upon returning home. A nicely spent weekend.

Mystery Lan
Nathan Dobbie

To be honest, I didn’t even know there was a place in Maastricht 
where you could play a good ol’ game of pool so I was delighted to 
go to this event. The place had a great atmosphere with the dimmed 
light and the smell of chalk. 

The beginning was a bit confusing but really 
fast matches were starting between fierce 
opponents, determined to smash their balls 
into their pockets. We were there to admire 
some genius tricks, involving several hits on the 
walls and miraculously sending the ball into 
the desired pocket. Some of those tricks might 
have been thought through, some of them 
might have been due to total random and bit 
of awesomeness. 
We preferred 
not to ask to 
preserve the 

magic of those glorious moments. 

Between total blowouts and extremely 
tied and disputed matches, there was 
everything a neutral spectator would 
hope for. There were several ways you 
could tell that this was a successful event. 
Everybody was having a good time, 
only a couple balls were flying around, 
and there was ice cold beer in copious 
quantities to top off the greatness of this 
Tuesday night.

Pool
Valentin Calomme & Maartje Stokvis
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I don’t usually go to BOBs but coming back from an exchange 
semester, I wanted to see everyone again. This was a success! The 
house was packed with good people and I automatically knew I made 
the right choice rather than sitting at home in this fine evening. 

Basically, we played family feud DKE style. Lots of chaos, random 
answers and somehow, lots of correct ones! If there is something to be 
remembered from that night would be the massive victory of the all girl 
team + Valentin. They PWNED the hell out of the boys! For the rest, I 
was probably too high on apple juice to remember. 

All I know was that I had a great time with my fellow classmates! I’d also 
like to give a great thank you to our fun Mr. Awesome Game Master... 

I’m of course referring to Bas!

Block Opening Drinks 3
Cindy Hubinon
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BoB’s are always good fun – cheap beer, good company and 
unique themes (plus, of course, more cheap beer). The theme for Bob 
4 was Bingo, and this meant a twist on the established rules, Bingo 
became a Bingo cum Quiz, with topics ranging from the Kingdom 
Animalia to strange facts about DKE students and lecturers (a re-
Vitamin-ized Rob Clinch provided pivotal answers, and also questions, 
during these rounds).

I must admit that once the marks were in my only memory of the 
result is that, very sadly, and after numerous attempts were made to 
befuddle the judges, my team were unable to claim victory in any of 
the rounds. However, an enjoyable time was had by all.

Despite my personal reservations about how a game of Bingo could 
possibility be played in a room full of inebriated students; Incognito 
pulled out all the stops, and a special mention should go to Luuk van 
Egeraat for what was an almost flawless, sometimes bemusing and 
often humorous take on this classic pensioners pastime.

Block Opening Drinks 4
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Arching.
Slang for intercourse, so called because of the extreme curved posture 
of the back in the throes of passion.
-Two drinks and this girl and I will be arching all night!!
 
Archery. 
The art, practice, or skill of propelling arows with the use of a bow, 
from Latin arcus.
 
Yeah the latter is what we did. SOMEONE thought arching was 
actually the correct term for propelling arrows with the use of a bow.  
aKtiE had this idea to go have fun and shoot some arrows with the 
association and as it turns out this was a rather good idea. The place 
for doing archery lies on the border of Maastricht and Belgium, so it 
was a rather long walk from the Bouillonstraat to the place. 

Taghi, Maarten, Gijs-Jan, Dries and I decided to walk to the place 
and of course, nobody knew exactly where the place was. So after 
entering Belgium and realizing we were in the wrong country we 
finally got to the place, which looked really shady because it was 
behind an abandoned looking brick factory. But it wasn’t shady at all 
actually, the people there were really nice and very helpful. It was a 
nice night and after that, some of us decided to go shoot some arrows 

on a weekly basis. 

Archery
Gabi Ras
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Around twenty brave DKE’ers faced their fears, OCD and many 
other traumas and went outside of their comfort zone. This BOB did 
not start at our comfortable spot at De Twee Heeren. These brave 
adventurous DKE’ers ventured from pub to pub, having a drink at 
each one, moving throughout the entire city center of Maastricht. 
Naturally one would have to pay attention to their new surroundings. 
The Master of Games Gijs-Jan would test these DKE’ers after each 
pub about a detail that they encountered at the last, testing their 
observational skills in a stressful environment.

The optimal tactic for the task given to our hero’s was clear. Take 
the least alcoholic beverage you can get and try to stay as sober as 
possible throughout the entire night. This tactic however, was easier 
said than done. Already at the first pub, for some people, instincts 
took over. Instead of your default beer that was available on the tap, 
many started the night with special beers, continued the night with 
special beers, ended the night with special beers and started the next 
morning with a painful headache.

Of course after this adventurous pub crawl our hero’s returned back 
to De Twee Heeren, where the ones not brave enough for the task 
had taken their refuge. Around 11pm these two groups were once 
again reunited and ended their night together. Together we found out 
that some people in our group were actually black inside. Together 
we helped the couple which were hit by the alcohol the wrong way. 
Together we cleaned up De Twee Heeren after we were forcibly asked 
to get out of there. Together.

We all had a fantastic time.

Block Opening Drinks 5
Milan Woudenberg

memes
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When I first heard that a business day was going to be organized 
by Incognito, I must admit that the first thing that popped up in my 
head was: “YEAH YET ANOTHER OCCASION TO WEAR A SUIT”. 
I was pretty excited about this idea but I must confess that I didn’t 
expect to get anything else back from the day. Oh boy was I wrong. 

Listening to those companies explaining what they did, what they 
want to become in the future and how we might, us students,  be 
part of that future really fueled me. I had in front of me the reason 
why I spend so much time in books, reading my slides, sitting in lecture 
halls for hours. It really encouraged me to work hard as I had a more 
concrete idea of what was a few steps down the road. We also got the 
opportunity to hear a PhD student talk about what our options were 
if we weren’t planning on starting a career right after graduation. It 
really gave me a clearer overview of what my future could be made 
of. On top of that, we were offered delicious FREE FOOD. And I swear, 
I am not only saying it was delicious because it was free. 

We also had to occasion to kick back a bit at the end of the day 
in the garden with a really lovely weather, sexy male bar tenders in 
aprons, good food and of course awesome company. Some teachers 
even joined us for a few drinks. I have to say that I did not expect to 

have such a great experience at the business day.

Business Day
Valentin Calomme
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Lustrum
Valentin Calomme

This year Incognito turned 20. 

This is quite an achievement for a study association of such a small 
department that is DKE. The D’n Hiemel was filled with tables cov-
ered with white table cloths as the first guests arrived. Everybody was 
dressed nicely, going from the casual shirt to the more formal bow ties. 
Professors, staff, students and other guests mingled away around a 
few drinks as the evening started off. 

It all became a bit more serious as Gonny took the stage and gave the 
opening speech, discussing the past of Incognito and it’s achievements. 
As the evening went on, we were lucky to hear different professors 
but also former board members telling us all about where Incognito 
comes from and giving us a reason to be proud of being a part of such 
a great organization. 

A few jokes from Jan, some witty comments from Ralf and even the 
singing of the Incognito song made all the speeches really entertaining. 
Good food, nice company and a common pride for our dear study 
association were the key notes I remembered from this night.
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It was a warm evening in Maastricht, the sun let us have a little 
taste of summer as we were directing towards the station for Cantus. 
The Beurs, a lovely student café with its dark ambiance, beer and 
sweat smell and wonderful comradely feeling, was going to be the 
place of all excess tonight. The participant were lining up on time in 
front of the Café, all more eager than the one standing next to them 
to have their best singing voice heard tonight. The evening finally 
started. 

Maurice, as president of the presidium gave a word of welcome to 
our lovely guests and started to give more explanation about the 
night itself. We could see on several faces that even though most rules 
remained rather obscure or even completely misunderstood by many, 
fun was the order for the evening. I guess that most of us realized that 
we will pick up on the rules as the night would go on,  and if not, Dries, 
our severe and impartial master of punishment would be there to 
remind us. 

The first part of the Cantus, with the national anthems gave us a good 
overview of our singing forces present tonight. The Germans and the 
Dutch, fierce with number, sang their heart out their anthem as the 
Brits sang with passion. Two north american solos were to be noticed 
for the quality of their voices. Last but not least, the bilingual Belgian 
anthem sung somewhat properly. The evening went on. There weren’t 
many punishments but the ones that were enforced were of quality. 
A classy 69, some Daltons, a friendly circle or some solos were given to 
the perpetrators. I must say that this was a lovely evening. There was 
copious amount of beer and much eagerness among the participants.

Cantus
Valentin Calomme
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Refrain:
I have no thirst for knowledge

I have a thirst for beer
I have no thirst for science,

The unknowns are drinking here!
Professors old and cranky, They grade my papers low But I was out 

from drinking, They act like they dont know!
(Refrain)

Tomorrow I will feel bad I cannot drive my car
my class only commences at arrival in the bar!

(Refrain)

Incognito

Incognito Board of 2013-2014:

Gabi Ras – Chairman
Bas Willemse – Secretary

Audrey Merlivat - Treasurer
Irme Groothuis – Internal commissioner
Geert Konijnendijk – IT commissioner
Lars Mennen -  External commissioner

Committees

AKtiE, RedaKtiE, BoeKtiE, TasKE, EduKatiE, 
PiKtiE, FiKtiE, ProKtiE, HacKErs

After an extremely successful year for Incognito, we would like to 
thank all of the active members who made the Incognito related 

activities possible. See you next year!

“Chromatic functions are not as sexy as 
they sound.”

Steven Kelk, Discrete Maths Lecture, 2013
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My semester exchange in Singapore was THE best decision I’ve 
made so far! Sure until a few years ago I thought Singapore was a 
country with tribal people going around naked and living in huts… 
And from just reading things in guidebooks and online you might 
think there are way too many strict laws there such as chewing gums 
being as illegal as drugs in the country but honestly? These things 
didn’t affect my life there in the least bit! 

Fresh pressed tropical fruit juices, traditional dishes from all over Asia 
as well as western dishes when in need, eating out in Singapore cost 
half the price of a sandwich here, which for lazy/busy students like me 
was amazing! If not for the few times I wanted to make a European 
dish for a special person or two, I barely cooked at all, and yet I ate 
healthily and plenty throughout the whole semester. 

Brands from all over the world, accommodation to fit all budgets 
and tastes and cheap flights to all over Southeast Asia, you name 
it, I’m pretty sure they had it. On top of that, the university was so 
convenient and comfortable that I probably spent more time sleeping 
in the library than a home, so I switched from a comfortable single 
apartment room to a shared dorm with the bare necessities, midway 
through the exchange. I got out of my comfort zone but at the same 
time, I saved a lot of money on accommodation and got to eat meals 
and go home with friends every day. I was able to become much closer 
to these friends and be part of much more than just their academic 
life.

I imagined the exchange to be studying new subjects with new people 
and new methods, plenty of extracurricular activities, and plenty of 
good food. It turned out to be much more than that, a true breath 
of fresh air that filled me with inspiration, motivation and so many 

Exchange Programs
Cindy Hubinon - Singapore

ideas for the future. 
I’ve travelled a lot in my life, but being a tourist and actually LIVING in 
a different country with a totally different culture (a bunch of different 
cultures actually, Singapore is such an awesome melting pot!) at the 
other end of the world are two completely different things. You have 
enough time to make meaningful encounters and feel changes in your 
perspective on life. I might be getting too philosophical here but in 
conclusion, regardless of how disastrous my choice of courses was… I 

wouldn’t change a single thing!
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Last August I went to study abroad in Iceland, at Reykjavik Uni-
versity. When I arrived, I went to a language course in the Westfjords. 
The course was organised at an old boarding school. The school was 
completely in the middle of nowhere. It was strange at first but it was 
also very beautiful and tranquil. When the language course was fin-
ished, I went back to Reykjavik and started my adventure to actually 
study abroad. 

Reykjavik university is a very modern university, and I absolutely 
loved studying there, people are very friendly and helpful. It is very 
different from Maastricht University, everyone was together on one 
big modern building. The education was not that different from here 
in Maastricht, but I did take some interesting courses that aren’t of-
fered here, such as natural language processing.  Studying, however, 
is mostly only a small part of studying abroad.  I travelled around 
Iceland quite a bit.

The thing that I liked the most about Iceland was its wonderful nature. 
I went to visit the golden circle, Iceland’s three most popular touristic 
attractions: Geysir,  a very famous geisir, Gullfoss, or the golden water-
fall which is a waterfall that actually has two falls, it was really stun-
ning. And at last also Þingvellir, which is a national park where the 
two tectonic plates, the American and the Eurasian plates slowly drift 
apart… Jökulsárlón is a lake full of icebergs from the glacier, it was one 
of the most beautiful pieces of nature I have ever seen! And then there 
is also Blue Lagoon, a thermal bath out in the open with water of 38 
degrees, it is truly wonderful! 

I really enjoyed my stay in Iceland; I have made new friends, learned 
a lot, enjoyed some Icelandic heavy-metal and traveled around to see 
some beautiful nature.  

Exchange Programs
Irme Groothuis - Iceland
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An American in Maastricht
I never expected to love this place as much as I do. I had only planned 
to be at DKE for one semester. But after that semester, I couldn’t bear 
the thought of leaving. 

I would miss too much failing miserably at foosball games, listening 
to Jan’s jokes in project meetings, and participating too much in HCI 
and KM (Sorry, but I just have so many things to say!). Now that the 
year is ending and I must return to Seattle, I will miss taking courses 
in a building that has sections older than my country. I will miss the 
lovely and lively city of Maastricht and slowly, but surely, expanding 
my Dutch vocabulary. 

Yet, more than that, I will miss all of you. Everyone with whom 
I interacted this year helped to shape my exchange into a year of 
exploration and excitement. My year has been so full of ‘forever 
moments’ – moments whose impact and memory will stay with me 
for the rest of my life. 

Thanks for blearily sitting in chilly 0.015 for 8:30AM classes with me. 
Thanks for shenanigans at The Shamrock and De Twee Heeren. 
Thanks for welcoming me into your faculty. Thank you for being my 
classmates, my project group-mates, and my friends. I look forward to 
hearing about your successes for many years to come. 

Much love, your talkative American.

Exchange Programs
Erin Peach - Maastricht
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For my Bachelor thesis I decided to work with the NAO robots 
and I joined the Dutch Nao Team (DNT). We got an invitation to 
participate in the RoboCup IranOpen 2014 in Tehran and when I saw 
the e-mail in my inbox I immediatly decided that I was going. We 
went there with a group of 9 people; 1 guy from TU Delft, me from 
DKE, 6 guys from the University of Amsterdam (UvA) and professor 
Arnoud Visser, also from the UvA. 

At the beginning I was quite nervous because I was going to a very 
different country with a group of people I didn’t know, but I was very 
excited at the same time. 
 
After our 6 hour flight, we landed at the Imam Khomeini Airport and 
from there on our turbulent Iranian adventure began. In the following 
week I ate kebab every single day for lunch and dinner which was 
awesome, had almost no access to the internet (fb, youtube and imgur 
are blocked there), had a looot of fun with the team, almost got lost 
with the taxi because we didn’t speak Farsi and the driver didn’t 
understand English, experienced live music from one of the best Daf 
players in Iran, lost the competition in a spectacular way, experienced 
pure chaos and a complete disregard to agreed times, found out that 
you have to be incredibly skilled or lucky not to get a dent in your car 
as a taxi driver and also made some new friends. 

The people in Iran are really friendly and always try to be most 
helpful. I did have to wear a headscarf and covering clothing but 
ultimatelly it wasn’t that bad. Also getting used to almost no internet 
was surprisingly easy. It was a pity that we didn’t have more free time, 
only the last day we were free and we went into the city and to the 
bazar, because Iran is quite a beautiful country. It was an experience I 
will never forget and if I get another chance to go I think I will take it. 

But the next time we will do better at the competition! 

DKE in Iran
Gabi Ras
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Awards / Superlatives
Year One

Most Likely to end up in jail: 
Milan Woudenberg

Most likely to marry a robot: 
Florian Fuß

Most likely to win the lottery, 
but lose the ticket: 

Axel Goblet
Most likely to become a 

teacher: 
Sharon Hallmanns

Most annoying but loved: 
Seychella Koolman

Biggest party animal: 
Arturo Sánchez Barbado

Most likely to get ID’d when 
they’re 30 : 

Dingding Martin
Most likely to become a 

meme:
Jesse de Vries

Most likely to suggest flip cup 
or beer pong at their first 

office Christmas party, and 
then black out trying to win: 

Vangelis Trikoupis
Student with too much 

useless information: 
James Rolls

Biggest social butterfly: 
Valentin Calomme

Year Two

Most Likely to end up in jail:  
Alex Stillwell

Most likely to marry a robot: 
Rob Bogie

Most likely to win the lottery, 
but lose the ticket: 

Crijn van Vlokhoven
Most likely to become a 

teacher: 
Erin Peach

Most annoying but loved: 
Maarten Weber

Biggest party animal: 
Peter Jendrichovsky

Most likely to get ID’d when 
they’re 30 : 
Rob Clinch

Most likely to become a 
meme:

Bas Willemsel
Most likely to suggest flip cup 

or beer pong at their first 
office Christmas party, and 

then black out trying to win: 
Marcell Ignéczi

Student with too much 
useless information: 
Geert Konijnendijk

Biggest social butterfly: 
Audrey Merlivat
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Awards / Superlatives
Year Three

Most Likely to end up in jail: 
Eduardo Fauchey Lopez

Most likely to marry a robot: 
Irme Groothuis

Most likely to win the lottery, 
but lose the ticket: 

Lando Kroes
Most likely to become a 

teacher: 
Taghi Aliyev

Most annoying but loved: 
Bentor Bautista

Biggest party animal: 
Gabi Ras

Most likely to get ID’d when 
they’re 30 : 

Dennis Soemers
Most likely to become a 

meme:
Roel Strolenberg

Most likely to suggest flip cup 
or beer pong at their first 

office Christmas party, and 
then black out trying to win: 

Manuel Kauschinger
Student with too much 

useless information: 
Dina Zverinski

Biggest social butterfly: 
Kurniawan Gunawi Tjiang

:D
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First Year Bachelor

Carlos Albrecht,  Gianni Boersma,  Henry Brown,  Peter 
Brusselers,  Florens Buchwaldt (von),  Valentin Calomme,  Luke 

Carter,  Leonardo Colacicchi,  Tomas Cremer,  Jakub Czerny,  
Nathan Dobbie,  Sacha Engelshoven (van),  Fabian Fränz,  Flo 

Fuß,  Mateusz Garbacz,  Axel Goblet,  Jakub Granieczny,  Raimondo 
Grova,  Bruno Guandalin Lubascher,  Michael Gueye, Sharon 

Hallmanns,  Thore Hildebrandt,  Julian Hohlweg,  Sjoerd Janssen,  
Marco Kemmerling,  Stan Kerstjens,  Jeremias Knoblauch,  Mike 
Koene,  Nino Konis,  Seychella Koolman,  Neil Kuilenburg (van),  

Kurniawan Kurniawan Gunawi Tjiang,  Cane Lagerwaard,  Adrian 
Lech,  Patricia Leen,  Marc Lindner,  Han Liu,  Frans Manders,  

Dingding Martin,  Hannes Mehrer,  Piotr Miłobędzki,  Tom Moka-
Petersen,  Mehdi Nabil,  David Natarajan,  Dirie Omer,  Sergio 

Orsini,  Anastasia Papadopoulou,  Paolo Pedrotti,  Stefano Pozzi,  
James Rolls,  Arturo Sanchez Barbado,  David Santos (dos),  Hidde 
Scherpenseel (van),  Marcel Schmitt,  Glare Schreiber,  Ramy Sharif 
(al),  Yassin Soulimane,  Stefan Stefanov,  Robert Stevens,  Maartje 
Stokvis,  Simon Stolz,  Krasimir Stoyanov,  Nicole (Tsz Ching) Tang,  
Felix Taschbach,  Nando Thomassen,  Fotios Tikos,  Anh-Huy Tran,  
Evangelos Trikoupis,  Ali Tuten,  Jesse Vries (de),  Michael Wallentin,  

Milan Woudenberg,  Aleksandra Wypych,  Carmen Zarco Lens

“Sure, if you want to be anal about it, a 
0-regular graph exists.”

Steven Kelk, Discrete Maths Lecture, 2013
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Second Year Bachelor

Maria Barouh,  Rob Bogie,  Ivo Bokern,  Dirk Bongers,  Joris 
Bukala,  Vasileios Charatsidis,  Robert Clinch,  Frederik Creemers,  
Bartosz Czaszyęski,  Eric Dallmeier,  Gerrit Drost,  Luuk Egeraat 

(van),  Fabian Francisco,  Annamaria Grillhösl,  Victor Haase Coelho,  
Jerome Hainaut,  Job Hartjes,  Alexander Hetman,  Max Howard,  

Cindy Hubinon,  Marcell Ignéczi,  Peter Jendrichovský,  Alberto 
Jimenez,  Robert Jongen,  Geert Konijnendijk,  Leroy Kroon,  Marie 

Ledent,  Luc Linders,   Erlijn Linskens,  Wim Logister,  Lena Martens,  
Max Meijers,  Lars Mennen,  Audrey Merlivat,  Olivier Nisam,  

Ioannis Papadopoulos,  Erin Peach,  Ashley Peternella,  Ansgar 
Prause,  Marc Romeijn,  Pieter Schaap,  Alex Steens,  Alex Stilwell,  
Feixue Tang,  Dionysis Tsougkaris,  Crijn Vlokhoven (van),  Marcus 

Waldbauer,  Shenwen Wang,  Maarten Weber,  Bastiaan Willemse,  
Benjamin Williams,  Angel Yanev
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Third Year Bachelor

Afraa Alhazmi,  Taghi Aliyev,  Nadine Barth,  Béntor Bautista 
Piris,  Gaston Beaulen,  Annibal Biondi Mendes da Silva,  Rutger 
Driel (van),  Qiang Fang,  Eduardo Fauchey,  Yundi Fu,  Leon 
Gerritsen,  Ward Geven,  Irme Groothuis,  Marcel Hansemann,  
Sebastian Hartmann,  Mara Houbraken,  Manuel Kauschinger,  

Lando Kroes,  Kurniawan Kurniawan Gunawi Tjiang,  Jeroen Leus,  
Han Liu,  Clemens Peters,  Gabi Ras,  Josephine Rutten,  Dennis 

Soemers,  Robert Stevens,  Roel Strolenberg,  Nicole (Tsz Ching) Tang,  
Guy Theunissen,  Bob Verlinden,  Dina Zverinski
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Staff
Just some of the lovely people that keep us going! 

Masters

Masters AI
Murtadha Alqurqush,  Michael Barton,  Samir Benmendil,  Kerstin 
Borggrewe,  Jonathan Brouwers,  Cristian Calmuschi,  Panagiotis 

Chatzichristodoulou,  Rik Claessens,  Julian Cloos,  Daan Creemers,  
Florian Daalen (van),  Serena Di Mauro,  Nikolay Dovnar,  Yanik 

Dreiling,  Patrick Eggerman,  Marco Finocchi,  Daniel Fischer,  
Philipp Glock,  Janis Griebel,  Julian Habrock,  Franz Hahn,  Andreas 

Hamacher,  Maurice Hermans,  Frans Heuvel (van der),  Philipp 
Hoppermann,  Carina Huchler,  Thorsten Jerosch,  Simon Joerres,  

Redencio Jozefzoon,  Sebastian Kalix,  Lukas Kang,  Daniel Kessels,  
Gergely Kosztolány,  Cliff Laschet,  Damien Lejeune,  Matthias 
Löbach,  Angelos Mantas,  Philip Minkenberg,  Fatimah Mulan 

Ahmed,  Yannick Müller,  Eva Nowack,  Thomas Nowicki,  Dionisio 
Nunes,  Emanuel Oster,  Naveen Paul,  Tom Pepels,  Nico Petrakis,  

Renzo Poddighe,  Shreyas Emaneni Rao,  Lotte Ree (van de),  Simon 
Rehker,  Felix Remmel,  Gijs-Jan Roelofs,  Martin Rooijackers,  Dries 
Rydt (de),  Steffen Schaffert,  Jan Schmidt,  Benjamin Schnieders,  

Torsten Schuster,  Ruben Schwarzwald,  Alexey Sibirtsev,  Christoph 
Sinhart,  Jeroen Smeets,  Roger Alan Stein,  Michael Tannenbaum,  
Yannick Thimister,  Melanie Thißen,  Domenico Toscani Cantatore,  
Oliver Trinnes,  Kirill Tumanov,  Raphael Vadakkeparambil,  Joren 

Vandelaer,  Tim Wilhelmi,  Christopher Wittlinger
Masters OR

Ruud Adriaans,  Aye Zan Aye,  Alexander Boudewijn,  Maik 
Bürschgens,  Tim Cooijmans,  Anne Derks,  Alexander Dohr,  Thomas 

Fieder,  Geert Gommans,  Leoni Haagmans,  Mohamed Hassan 
Siddig,  Stephan Hellenbrandt,  Martin Hendges,  Fabian Heusinger,  
Julia Hofmockel,  Stefan Horst (van der),  Stef Janssen,  Nils Kremer,  

Thorsten Lennartz,  Wellington Mahohoma,  Paul Mangartz,  
Mila Marin Caballero,  Martin Noy,  Daniele Panfilo,  Tatiana 

Pekurovska,  Arno Rehbein,  Julia Sauer,  Katharina Schüller,  Fabian 
Springer,  Sjoerd Steenkiste (van),  Maarten Suurmond,  Bernhard 
Thalheim,  Christos Thomas,  Dimitri Vamvasakis,  Esther Verhoef,  

Cecile Wolfs
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We had a fantastic year attending all of these incredibly fun 
events and we would love to thank every single one of you who 
attended them and made them so memorable. We would also love to 
give a warm thank you to Incognito and all of its members in charge 
of those events. As part of RedaKtiE, we had a lot of fun making this 
yearbook and reliving all of those memories, we hope that by reading 
it, you did as well. 

We look forward to seeing you next year ;)

- RedaKtiE

Farewell 2013-2014!




